
What is this Page Known for? Computing Web PageReputationsDavood Ra�eiDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of Torontodra�ei@cs.toronto.edu Alberto O. MendelzonDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of Torontomendel@cs.toronto.eduAbstractThe textual content of the Web enriched with the hyperlink structure surround-ing it can be a useful source of information for querying and searching. This paperpresents a search process where the input is the URL of a page, and the output is aranked set of topics on which the page has a reputation. For example, if the inputis www.gamelan.com, then a possible output is \Java." We propose several algorith-mic formulations of the notion of reputation using simple random walk models of Webbrowsing behaviour. We give preliminary test results on the e�ectiveness of thesealgorithms.Keywords: Reputation Ranking, Searching, Random Walks, PageRank, Hubs and Authorities.1 IntroductionThe idea of exploiting the \reputation" of a Web page when searching has attracted researchattention recently and even been incorporated into some search engines [15, 5, 11, 2, 3].The idea is that pages with good reputations should be given preferential treatment whenreporting the results of a search; and that link structure can be mined to extract suchreputation measures, on the assumption that a link from page a to page b is, to some degree,an endorsement of the contents of b by the creator of a.We consider a di�erent question in this paper: given a page (or a Web site), on whattopics is this page considered an authority by the Web community? There are many potentialapplications for such computations. For example, organizations routinely expend a greatdeal of e�ort and money in determining how they are perceived by the public; evaluatingthe reputation of their Web site on speci�c topics, or determining those topics on which itsreputation is highest (or abnormally low) could be a valuable part of this self-evaluation.A second application is page classi�cation: determining that a page has high reputation ona certain topic is evidence that the page is, �rst of all, about that topic, and also a goodcandidate to be included in a directory of resources on the topic. Yet another application is1



the analysis of the reputation of personal home pages to determine what topics a person isknown for, say for tenure hearings or recruiting.However, there are some di�culties in formalizing the concept of \reputation" e�ectively.The assumption that links are endorsements suggests that the number of incoming links of apage indicates its reputation. But in practice, links represent a wide variety of relationshipssuch as navigation, subsumption, relatedness, refutation, justi�cation, etc. In addition, weare interested not just in the overall reputation of a page, but in its reputation on certaintopics. In the next subsection we give an overview of our approach to dealing with thesedi�culties.1.1 OverviewWe focus on two problems: computing the reputation rank of a page, whether overall orfor speci�c topics; and identifying those topics for which a page has a good reputation. Weaddress these problems in the framework of simple probabilistic models of user behavior thatsimulate the way pages are created or searched.We propose two methods for computing the reputations of a page. Our �rst method isbased on one-level weight propagation, generalizing the Page Rank model [3]. The reputationof a page on a topic is proportional to the sum of the reputation weights of pages pointingto it on the same topic. In other words, links emanating from pages with high reputationsare weighted more. For example, a page can acquire a high reputation on a topic becausethe page is pointed to by many pages on that topic, or because the page is pointed to bysome high reputation pages on that topic.Our second method is based on two-level weight propagation, generalizing the Hubs andAuthorities model [11]. In this model, a page is deemed an authority on a topic if it is pointedto by good hubs on the topic, and a good hub is one that points to good authorities.We formulate both these methods in terms of random walks on the Web graph. Ourrandom walk formulation of the �rst method is an extension of the one used to de�nePageRank [3]; unlike PageRank our formulation allows computing the reputation rank of apage on a speci�c topic. Our random walk formulation of the second method is novel; to thebest of our knowledge, there is no random walk formulation of a hubs-and-authorities modelin the literature. We present algorithms for computing page reputations both in the casewhere a large crawl of the Web is available and when it is not. We also provide preliminaryexperimental results on the e�ectiveness of our formulations.1.2 Related WorkRecent work on analyzing the link structure of the Web suggests that hyperlinks betweenpages often represent relevance [15, 5] or endorse some authority [11, 2, 3].Brin and Page [3] suggest a recursive method for ranking the importance of a Web pagebased on the importance of its incoming links. The ranking is based on simulating thebehavior of a \random surfer" who either selects an outgoing link uniformly at random, orjumps to a new page chosen uniformly at random from the entire collection of pages. ThePageRank of a page corresponds to the number of visits the \random surfer" makes to the2



page. The Google search engine [9] adopts PageRank as part of its ranking system. Our �rstmodel of ranking is an extension of PageRank; the main di�erence is we do ranking withrespect to a topic instead of computing a universal rank for each page.Kleinberg [11] proposes an algorithm that, given a topic, �nds pages that are consideredstrong authorities on that topic. For example, given the term \Java", the system builtaround this algorithm, known as HITS, �nds www.gamelan.com among other pages. Thealgorithm is based on the intuition that for broad topics, authority is conferred by a set ofhub pages, which are recursively de�ned as a set of pages with a large number of links tomany relevant authorities. The basic idea is to compile a root set of pages that contain thequery terms, extend this set by adding pages linked to/from these pages, build the adjacencymatrix A of the link graph, and compute the eigenvectors of ATA and AAT . These vectorsrespectively correspond to the weights of authorities and hubs. We provide a probabilisticformulation of this search mechanism which also allows us to go in the opposite direction,i.e. given the URL of a page, we can �nd the topics the page is an authority on.The literature reports analyses and improvements over Kleinberg's original algorithm.Gibson et al. [8] investigate the dependence between top authorities and hubs identi�edby HITS and the choice of the root set. Bharat and Henzinger [2] suggest the use of linkweights to adjust the inuence of pages based on their relevance to the query. To measurethe relevance of a page to a query, they use the normalized cosine measure of similaritybetween the page and an estimated query page, computed by concatenating the �rst 1000words of pages retrieved in the root set.Based on the hub-and-authority structure of a community, Kumar et al. [13] show thata large number of such communities can be identi�ed from their signatures in the formof complete bipartite subgraphs of the Web. Chakrabarti, Dom, and Indyk [4] show thebene�t of using linkage information within a small neighborhood of documents to improvethe accuracy of a text-based statistical classi�er. Dean and Henzinger [5] suggest algorithmsto �nd related pages of a given page solely based on the linkage structure around the page.Finally, Henzinger et al. [10] use random walks on the Web to measure the quality of pagesstored in an index.The view of the Web as a directed-graph database allows a large number of databasetechniques to be applied to the Web. Several query languages have been proposed forboth querying and restructuring Web documents. A recent survey by Florescu, Levy andMendelzon [7] gives an overview of this area.2 Random Walks on the WebGiven a set S = fs1; s2; : : : ; sng of states, a random walk on S corresponds to a sequence ofstates, one for each step of the walk. At each step, the walk either switches to a new stateor remains in the current state. A random walk is Markovian if the transition at each stepis independent of the previous steps and it only depends on the current state. A randomwalk on the Web is in the form of navigation between pages, where each page represents apossible state, and each link represents a possible transition.3



2.1 One-Level Inuence PropagationConsider a \random surfer" who wanders the Web, searching for pages on topic t. At eachstep, the surfer either jumps into a page uniformly chosen at random from the set of pagesthat contain the term t, or follows a link uniformly chosen at random from the set of outgoinglinks of the current page. If the random surfer continues this walk forever, then the numberof visits he or she makes to a page is its reputation on t.Intuitively, pages with relatively high reputations on a topic are more likely to be visitedby the random surfer searching for that topic. A justi�cation for this is that the reputationof a page on a topic naturally depends both on the number of pages on the same topic thatpoint to it, and on the reputations of these pages on the same topic as well. The number ofvisits the surfer makes to a page depends on the same two factors.2.1.1 Formal ModelWe want to de�ne the reputation of a page p on topic t as the probability that the randomsurfer looking for topic t will visit page p. For this we formulate the following random walkmodel.Suppose at each step, with probability d the random surfer jumps into a page uniformlychosen at random from the set of pages that contain the term t, and with probability (1�d)he or she follows an outgoing link from the current page. Let Nt denote the total numberof pages on the Web that contain the term t. Intuitively, the probability that the surfer ateach step visits page p in a random jump is d=Nt if page p contains term t and it is zerootherwise. Let q ! p denote a link from page q to page p, and O(q) denote the number ofoutgoing links of page q. Intuitively, the probability that the surfer visits page p at step nafter visiting page q and through the link q ! p is ((1� d)=O(q))Rn�1(q; t) where Rn�1(q; t)denotes the probability that the surfer visits page q for topic t at step n � 1. We can writethe probability of visiting page p for topic t at step n of the walk as follows:Rn(p; t) = 8>>>><>>>>: dNt + (1 � d)Xq!p Rn�1(q; t)O(q) if term t appears in page p(1 � d)Xq!p Rn�1(q; t)O(q) otherwise (1)De�nition 1 The one-level reputation rank of page p on topic t is the equilibrium probability�p;t of visiting page p for topic t, i.e.�p;t = limn!1Rn(p; t): (2)Theorem 1 The notion of one-level reputation rank is well-de�ned, i.e. for every termt with Nt > 0 and every parameter d > 0, there is a unique probability distribution �p;tsatisfying Equation 2, provided that every page has at least one outgoing link.Proof: Given a term t and a parameter d > 0, consider the base set of pages that containthe term t, and add to this set every page which can be reached from a page in the base set.Construct the matrix U of transition probabilities for the random walk process with each4



entry uij representing the probability of directly going from page pi to page pj as follows:�rst, if there is no link from pi to pj, then set entry uij of the matrix to 0, otherwise set itto (1 � d)=O(pj ); second, add d=Nt to every entry uij where pj contains the term t. ClearlyU is a square stochastic matrix with non-negative elements and unit row sums due to theassumption that every page has at least one outgoing link. Thus, both U and UT haveeigenvectors with eigenvalue 1. If we denote the weights of pages in the current step of thewalk with vector ~x, then the weights in the next step of the walk will be ~x = UT~x. Therefore,we are seeking an eigenvector of U associated with the eigenvalue 1.Furthermore, because of the parameter d > 0, the transition matrix is both irreducible(i.e., every page is reachable from every other page) and aperiodic (see, for example [16], fordetails). Therefore, according to the convergence theorem [16, Theorem 1.8.3], starting fromany distribution ~x, (UT )(n)~x will converge to the stationary probability �p;t of pages inducedby the random walk process when n!1.In the setting of the Web, our assumption that every page has at least one outgoing linkmay not be true; there are often pages that have no outgoing link, or the outgoing linksmay not be valid. A solution to accommodate these pages is to implicitly add links fromevery such page to all pages in the base set, i.e. the set of pages that contain the term. Theinterpretation here is that when the surfer reaches a dead end, he or she jumps to a page inthe base set chosen uniformly at random.2.2 Two-Level Inuence PropagationWe return to the \random surfer" who wanders the Web, searching for pages on topic t.The surfer's behaviour is a bit more involved now. De�ne a transition as one of (a) jumpto a page on topic t chosen uniformly at random from the whole collection, or (b) follow anoutgoing link of the current page chosen uniformly at random. When the current page is p,the surfer has two choices: either make a transition out of page p, or randomly pick any pageq that has a link into page p and make a transition out of page q. The intuitive justi�cationis this: when the surfer reaches a page p that seems useful for topic t, this does not meanthat p is a good source of further links; but it does mean that pages q that point to p maybe good sources of links, since they already led to page p.To make our presentation slightly more formal, we say the surfer follows links bothforward (out of page p) and backward (into page q). The walk alternates strictly betweenforward and backward steps, except that after option (a) is chosen, the direction of the nextstep is picked at random.If the random surfer continues the walk forever, then the number of forward visits heor she makes to a page is its authority reputation and the number of backward visits heor she makes to a page is its hub reputation. Clearly pages with relatively high authorityreputations on a topic are more likely to be visited through their incoming links, and pageswith relatively high hub reputations on a topic are more likely to be visited through theiroutgoing links. Intuitively the authority reputation of a page p on topic t depends not onlyon the number of pages on topic t that point to p, but on the hub reputations of these pageson topic t as well. Similarly, the hub reputation of a page p on topic t depends not only onthe number of pages on topic t that page p points to, but on the authority reputations of5



these pages on topic t as well.2.2.1 Formal ModelWe want to de�ne the authority reputation of a page p on a topic t as the probability thatthe random surfer looking for topic t makes a forward visit to page p and the hub reputationof a page p on topic t as the probability that the random surfer looking for topic t makes abackward visit to page p. For this we formulate the following random walk model.Suppose at each step, with probability d the random surfer picks a direction and jumpsinto a page uniformly chosen at random from the set of pages on topic t, and with probability(1�d) the surfer follows a link. Intuitively, the probability that at each step the surfer makesa forward visit (and similarly a backward visit) to page p in a random jump is d=2Nt if pagep contains term t and it is zero otherwise. Let p ! q denote a link from page p to page q,O(p) denote the number of outgoing links of page p, and I(p) denote the number of incominglinks of page p. Let us denote with An�1(p; t) the probability of a forward visit into pagep at step n � 1 and with Hn�1(p; t) the probability of a backward visit into page p at stepn � 1. Intuitively, the probability that the surfer makes a forward visit to page p at step nafter visiting page q and through a link q ! p is ((1 � d)=O(q))Hn�1(q; t). Similarly, theprobability that the surfer makes a backward visit to page q at step n after visiting page pand through a link q! p is ((1�d)=I(p))An�1(p; t). We can write the probabilities, An(p; t)and Hn(p; t), of visiting page p for topic t at step n as follows:An(p; t) = 8>>>><>>>>: d2Nt + (1 � d)Xq!p Hn�1(q; t)O(q) if term t appears in page p(1 � d)Xq!p Hn�1(q; t)O(q) otherwise (3)Hn(p; t) = 8>>>><>>>>: d2Nt + (1 � d)Xp!q An�1(q; t)I(q) if term t appears in page p(1� d)Xp!q An�1(q; t)I(q) otherwise (4)De�nition 2 The two-level reputation rank r 2 fauthority; hubg of page p on topic t isthe equilibrium probability �rp;t of visiting page p for topic t in the direction associated to r(forward for authority and backward for hub), i.e.�authorityp;t = limn!1An(p; t) (5)�hubp;t = limn!1Hn(p; t): (6)Theorem 2 The notion of two-level reputation rank is well-de�ned, i.e. for every termt with Nt > 0 and every parameter d > 0, there is a unique probability distribution �rp;tsatisfying Equations 5 and 6, if every page has at least an incoming and an outgoing link.Proof: Given a term t and a parameter d > 0, consider the base set of pages that containthe term t, and add to this set every page which is reachable from a page in the base set by6



repeatedly following links in one of the back-forth or the forth-back order. To construct thematrix U of transition probabilities for the random walk process, we allocate two states foreach page pi, say if to denote the state of the page when it is visited in the forward directionand ib to denote the state of the page when it is visited in the backward direction. Entriesof matrix U are set as follows: (1) uif jf = uibjb = 0; (2) if there is a link from page pi topage pj , then uibjf = (1 � d)=O(pi) and ujf ib = (1 � d)=I(pj); otherwise uibjf = ujf ib = 0;(3) add d=2Nt to every entry in columns jf and jb if pj is on topic t.Clearly U is a square stochastic matrix with non-negative elements and unit row sumsdue to the assumption that every page has at least an incoming and an outgoing link. Thus,both U and UT have eigenvectors with eigenvalue 1. If we denote the weights of pages in thecurrent step of the walk with vector ~x, then the weights in the next step of the walk will be~x = UT~x. Therefore, we are seeking an eigenvector of U associated with the eigenvalue 1.The transition matrix U is both irreducible and aperiodic; therefore, according to theconvergence theorem [16, Theorem 1.8.3], starting from any distribution ~x, (UT )(n)~x willconverge to the stationary probability �rp;t of pages induced by the random walk processwhen n!1.In the setting of the Web, our assumption that a page has at least one incoming link andone outgoing link may not hold. One solution to accomodate such pages is to assign a hub(or authority) rank of zero for every page with no outgoing (incoming) links. The randomwalk process accordingly can be modi�ed by restricting random jumps only to pages with atleast either one incoming link or one outgoing link. Another solution is to add a link fromevery page to itself. This ensures that every page will acquire a �xed minimum authorityand hub rank on topics of the page independent from its links.3 Computing Reputations of PagesThe probabilistic models presented in the previous section provide a natural way of measuringthe reputations of a page, but there are computational issues which need to be addressed.The �rst issue is within which set of pages should the ranks be computed. The second issueis what is the set of topics on which to compute reputations. It is not enough to look forterms or phrases that appear in a page, as a page might have a high reputation on a topic,but the term denoting that topic may not be explicitly mentioned anywhere in the page.For example, Sun Microsystems has a high reputation on \Java", but the term does notappear in www.sun.com. In this section, we address both problems. Subsection 3.1 dealswith the situation where we have access to a large crawl of the Web, as is the case forexample when the computation is performed by a search engine. Subsection 3.2 deals withthe situation where we do not have access to such a crawl or cannot a�ord the time to dothe full computation of subsection 3.1.3.1 Computing Reputation RanksGiven a collection of pages, for example the result of a relatively large crawl of the Web,and a parameter d, we can compute the reputation ranks using one of the two inuencepropagation models. The ranks in the one-level inuence propagation model are in the form7



of a sparse matrix, say R, with rows representing Web pages and columns denoting each termor phrase that appears in some document (after removing stop words, etc.) The computationinvolves initializing R and repeatedly updating it until convergence.Algorithm 1 : Computing One-Level Reputation RanksFor every page p and term t,Initialize R(p; t) = 1=Nt if t appears in page p; otherwise R(p; t) = 0.While R has not converged,Set R0(p; t) = 0 for every page p and term t,For every link q ! p,R0(p; t) = R0(p; t) +R(q; t)=O(q)R(p; t) = (1� d)R0(p; t) for every page p and term t,R(p; t) = R(p; t) + d=Nt if term t appears in page p.Since each column of R converges to the principal eigenvector of the matrix of transitionprobabilities for a term t, the algorithm is guaranteed to converge. The principal eigenvectorassociated to each term is the stationary distribution of pages in the random walk process,provided every page has at least one outgoing link and d > 0.The ranks in the two-level inuence propagation model can be represented in the formof two sparse matrixes, say H and A, respectively denoting the hub and the authority repu-tations of pages. The computation can be arranged as follows:Algorithm 2 : Computing Two-Level Reputation RanksFor every page p and term t,Initialize H(p; t) = A(p; t) = 1=2Nt if t appears in page p; otherwise H(p; t) = A(p; t) = 0.While both H and A have not converged,Set H 0(p; t) = A0(p; t) = 0 for every page p and term t,For every link q ! p,H 0(q; t) = H 0(q; t) + A(p; t)=I(p)A0(p; t) = A0(p; t) +H(q; t)=O(q)H(p; t) = (1� d)H 0(p; t) and A(p; t) = (1� d)A0(p; t) for every page p and term t,H(p; t) = H(p; t) + d=2Nt and A(p; t) = A(p; t) + d=2Nt if term t appears in page p.Again, the computation for each term is guaranteed to converge to the principal eigen-vector of the matrix of transition probabilities for that term. The principal eigenvector isthe stationary distribution provided every page has at least one incoming or outgoing linkand d > 0. Next we discuss how to obtain an approximate estimation of reputation whenwe do not have access to a large crawl of the Web.3.2 Identifying TopicsThe two algorithms presented in the previous section not only compute the reputation ranksbut also identify topics of reputations. However, in practice we may not have access to alarge crawl of the Web, or we may not be able to a�ord the full computation. In this section,8



we show that it is still possible to approximately �nd the topics a page has a high reputationon, although the ranks will not reect the real probability distributions.Given a page p and a parameter d > 0, suppose we want to �nd the reputations of thepage within the one-level inuence propagation model. If the page acquires a high rank onan arbitrarily chosen term t within the full computation of Algorithm 1, then at least one ofthe following must hold: (1) term t appears in page p, (2) many pages on topic t point to p,or (3) there are pages with high reputations on t that point to p. This observation providesus with a practical way of identifying the candidate terms. We simply start from page pand collect all terms that appear in it. We then look at the incoming links of the page andcollect all possible terms from those pages. We continue this process until we get to a pointwhere either there is no incoming link or the incoming links have very small e�ects on thereputations of page p. Let us denote the maximumnumber of iterations by k. The algorithmcan be expressed as follows:Algorithm 3 : Approximating One-Level ReputationR(p; t) = d=Nt for every term t that appears in pFor l = 1,2, : : :, kd0 = d if l < k, 1 otherwiseFor every path ql ! : : :! q1 ! p of length l and every term t in page ql,R(p; t) = 0 if term t has not been seen beforeR(p; t) = R(p; t) + ((1� d)l=Qli=1O(qi))(d0=Nt)Report every term t with R(p; t) > 1=Nt.The parameter k can be chosen such that (1� d)k becomes very close to zero; i.e. thereis no need to look at a page if the terms that appear in the page have little or no e�ect inthe reputations of page p. Similarly, the hub and the authority reputations of a page can beapproximated within the two-level inuence propagation model as follows:Algorithm 4 : Approximating Two-Level ReputationH(p; t) = A(p; t) = d=(2Nt) for every term t that appears in pFor l = 1,2, : : :, kd0 = d if l < k, 1 otherwiseIf l is oddFor every path ql ! ql�1  ql�2 : : :! p of length l and every term t in page ql,A(p; t) = 0 if term t has not been seen beforeA(p; t) = A(p; t) + ((1� d)l=(O(ql)I(ql�1) : : :O(q1)))d0=(2Nt)For every path p! : : : ql�2  ql�1 ! ql of length l and every term t in page ql,H(p; t) = 0 if term t has not been seen beforeH(p; t) = H(p; t) + ((1� d)l=(I(ql)O(ql�1) : : : I(q1)))d0=(2Nt)elseFor every path ql  ql�1 ! : : :! p of length l and every term t in page ql,A(p; t) = 0 if term t has not been seen beforeA(p; t) = A(p; t) + ((1� d)l=(I(ql)O(ql�1) : : :))d0=(2Nt)For every path p! : : :! ql�1  ql of length l and every term t in page ql,H(p; t) = 0 if term t has not been seen beforeH(p; t) = H(p; t) + ((1� d)l=(O(ql)I(ql�1) : : :))d0=(2Nt)9



Report every term t with A(p; t) > 1=2Nt or H(p; t) > 1=2Nt.In both algorithms 3 and 4, we have adopted a breadth-�rst search of the pages that cana�ect the reputations of a page p, i.e. all pages within depth l are visited before any page indepth l+1. A bene�t of this ordering is that the user can stop the search at any point andbe sure that pages that are expected to have a high inuence on p are visited. This mayhappen, for example, if the search takes longer than expected. However, it should be notedthat the algorithm needs to remember the number of outgoing or incoming links for eachpage being visited, if this information is not already stored. An alternative to a breadth-�rstsearch is to conduct a depth-�rst search, if we can assume that, for example, the searchengine always gives us the same set of pages with the same ordering. The only bene�t ofsuch a search is that the algorithm only needs to remember the current path. However, thisassumption usually does not hold for real search engines. In addition, there is the danger ofspending most of the time on pages that have a very small e�ect on the reputations of pagep before visiting more important pages.4 Duality of Terms and PagesOur main objective so far has been to �nd the topics on which a page has a strong reputation,but our random walk models also allow us to compute the pages that have high reputation ona given topic, as proposed by Kleinberg and others for enhancing search engine performance.Indeed, if we �x p in equations 1, 3, 4 to a speci�c page, we will �nd the reputationranks of the page for every possible topic t. We may then report the topics with the highestreputation ranks. If we �x instead t in the same equations to be a speci�c topic, we will �ndthe reputation ranks of every page on topic t. Again, we may report those pages with highreputation ranks �rst in the answer to a query.In terms of rank computations, our algorithms presented in Section 3.1 already computethe reputations of every page p on every topic t. Therefore, the highly-weighted pages for agiven topic can be easily identi�ed. In practice, however, we may not be able to a�ord thefull computation for every possible term; or an approximate solution might be as good asan exact solution. In Section 3.2 we presented algorithms to approximately �nd the topicson which a page has a high reputation. In the rest of this section, we show how we canapproximately �nd pages with relatively high reputations on a given topic.Given a topic t, an arbitrarily chosen page p can potentially acquire a relatively high rank,within the one-level inuence propagation model, on topic t if at least one of the followinghold: (1) term t appears in page p, (2) many pages on topic t point to p, (3) there are pageswith relatively high reputations on t that point to p. Thus, a page with high reputation ontopic t must either contain term t or be reachable within a few steps from a large set of pageson topic t. An approximate way of computing the one-level reputation ranks of pages ontopic t is as follows: (1) identify pages that are either on topic t or reachable within a shortdistance from a page on topic t; (2) construct the matrix U of transition probabilities for theresulting set of pages, as described in Section 2.1; (3) compute the principal eigenvector ofUT . The principal eigenvector will give the approximate ranks of pages that are expected to10



have high reputations; i.e. every page which is not identi�ed in Step 1 is assumed to have arank of zero. This is more general than the PageRank computation, which determines theoverall reputation of a page, but not its reputation on speci�c topics.For the two-level inuence propagation model, given a topic t, an arbitrarily chosen pagep can acquire a relatively high rank on topic t if either term t appears in page p or it isreachable within a short path of alternating forward and backward links (or vice versa) froma large set of pages on topic t. An approximate way of computing the two-level reputationranks of pages on topic t is as follows: (1) identify pages that are either on topic t or reachablewithin few steps from a page on topic t, alternately following links forward and backwardor vice versa; (2) construct the matrix U of transition probabilities for the resulting setof pages, as described in Section 2.2; (3) compute the principal eigenvector of UT . Theprincipal eigenvector will give the approximate ranks of pages that are expected to havehigh reputations. Again, every page which is not identi�ed in Step 1 is assumed to havea rank of zero. Note that the hubs-and-authorities computation of Kleinberg is a specialcase of this method; it is based on only identifying pages that either contain term t or arereachable within one link from one such page.5 Experimental EvaluationIn this section, we describe a preliminary evaluation of our approach. Since we did not haveaccess to a large crawl of the Web, it was not feasible to do the full rank computationsof Section 3.1. We also did not fully implement the approximate algorithms suggested inSection 3.2 due to the limitations imposed by the search engines we used, either on themaximum number of entries returned for a query or on the response time.Instead, we implemented a simpli�ed version of Algorithm 3 (and also part of Algorithm 4that computes the authority reputation of a page) where we set k to 1, d to 0.10 and O(qi)for every page qi to 7.2, the estimated average number of outgoing links of a page [12].The best value for parameter d needs to be determined empirically. Further details of theimplementation are as follows:1. Only a limited number of incoming links are examined; we obtain at most 500 incominglinks of a page, but the number of links returned by the search engine, currently AltaVista [1], can be less than that.2. For each incoming link, terms are extracted from the \snippet" returned by the searchengine, rather than the page itself. A justi�cation for this is that the snippet of a page,to some degree, represents the topic of the page. In addition, the number of distinctterms and as a result the number of count queries needed to be sent to the searchengine are dramatically reduced.3. Internal links and duplicate snippets are removed.4. Stop words and every term t with Nt < (1+r�L) are removed, where L is the number ofincoming links collected and r is the near-duplicate ratio of the search engine, currently11



URL : java.sun.com 500 links examined (out of 128653 available)Highly weighted terms: Developers, JavaSoft, Applets, JDK, Java applets,Sun Microsystems, API, Programming, Solaris, tutorialFrequent terms: Java, Software, Computer, Programming, Sun,Development, Microsoft, SearchURL : sunsite.unc.edu/javafaq/javafaq.html 500 links examined (out of 1541 available)Highly weighted terms: Java FAQ Java, comp.lang.java FAQ, Java Tutorials,Java Stu�, Applets, IBM Java, Javasoft, Java Resources, API Java, Learning JavaFrequent terms: Java, Programming, FAQ, Sun, Computer,Language, Tutorial, Java FAQ, SoftwareFigure 1: Authorities on (java)set to 0.01. This reduces the number of count queries and also removes unusual termssuch as \AAATT" that rarely appear in any page but might acquire high weights.Despite all the simpli�cations, the experience with our prototype has been quite encouragingin terms of approximating both the one-level reputation and the two-level authority repu-tation of a page. Next we report our experiments with the prototype, called TOPIC, whichcan be tried online at http://www.cs.toronto.edu/db/topic.5.1 Known Authoritative PagesIn our �rst experiment, we picked a set of known authoritative pages on queries (java)and (+censorship +net), as reported by Kleinberg's HITS algorithm [11], and computed thetopics that each page was an authority on. As shown in Figure 1, the term \java" is the mostfrequent term among pages that point to an authority on Java. There are other frequentterms such as \search" or \Microsoft" which have nothing to do with the topic; their highfrequency represents the fact that authorities on Java are frequently cocited with searchengines or Microsoft. This usually happens in cases where the number of links examined ismuch less than the number of links available. However, the highly-weighted terms for eachpage in both Figures 1 and 2 largely describe the topics that the page is an authority onconsistently with the results of HITS.In another experiment, we used Inquirus [14], the NECI meta-search engine, which com-putes authorities using an unspeci�ed algorithm. We provided Inquirus with the query (\datawarehousing") and set the number of hits to its maximum, which was 1,000, to get the bestauthorities, as suggested by the system. We picked the top four authorities returned byInquirus and used our system to compute the topics those pages have high reputations on.The result, as shown in Figure 3, is again consistent with the judgments of Inquirus.12



URL : www.e�.org 500 links examined (out of 181899 available)Highly weighted terms: Anti-Censorship, Join the Blue Ribbon,Blue Ribbon Campaign, Electronic Frontier Foundation, Free SpeechURL : www.cdt.org 500 links examined (out of 12922 available)Highly weighted terms: Center for Democracy and Technology, CommunicationsDecency Act, Censorship, Free Speech, Blue Ribbon, Syllabus, encryptionURL : www.vtw.org 500 links examined (out of 7948 available)Highly weighted terms: decision is near in the �ght to overturn theCommunications Decency Act, Blue Ribbon Campaign, Censorship,American Civil Liberties Union, free speechURL : www.aclu.org 500 links examined (out of 22087 available)Highly weighted terms: ACLU, American Civil Liberties Union,Communications Decency Act, Amendment, CDA, Criminal Law, CensorshipFigure 2: Authorities on (+censorship +net)URL : www.dw-institute.com 390 links examined (out of 785 available)Highly weighted terms: TDWI, Data Warehousing Information Center,www.dw-institute.com, Data Warehousing Institute, data warehouseURL : pwp.starnetinc.com/larryg 500 links examined (out of 1017 available)Highly weighted terms: Data Warehousing Information Center, OLAP and Data,Analytical Processing, Data Mining, data warehouse, Decision Support SystemsURL : www.datawarehousing.com 188 links examined (out of 229 available)Highly weighted terms: Data Warehousing Information, OLAP, Data MiningURL : www.dmreview.com 270 links examined (out of 1258 available)Highly weighted terms: Data Warehouse 100, Powell Publishing, Review Magazine,Data Warehousing, Business Intelligence, Cognos, Data Mining, Product ReviewFigure 3: Authorities on (\data warehousing")13



URL : www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee 500 links examined (out of 933 available)Highly weighted terms: History Of The Internet, Tim Berners-Lee, Internet History, W3CURL : www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~ knuth 500 links examined (out of 1733 available)Highly weighted terms: Don Knuth, Donald E Knuth, TeX, Dilbert Zone, Latex, ACMURL : www-db.stanford.edu/~ ullman 238 links examined (out of 466 available)Highly weighted terms: Je�rey D Ullman, Database Systems, Database Management,Data Mining, Programming Languages, Computer Science, Stanford UniversityURL : www.cs.toronto.edu/~ mendel 139 links examined (out of 259 available)Highly weighted terms: Alberto Mendelzon, Data Warehousing and OLAP, SIGMOD, DBMSFigure 4: Personal home pages5.2 Personal Home PagesIn another experiment, we selected a set of personal home pages and used our system to�nd the high reputation topics for each page. We expected this to describe in some way thereputation of the owner of the page. The results, as shown in Figure 4, can be revealing,but need to be interpreted with some care. Tim Berners-Lee's reputation on the \Historyof the Internet," Don Knuth's fame on \TeX" and \Latex" and Je� Ullman's reputationon \database systems" and \programming languages" are to be expected. The humour siteDilbert Zone [6] seems to be frequently cited by Don Knuth's fans. Alberto Mendelzon's highreputation on \data warehousing," on the other hand, is mainly due to an online researchbibliography he maintains on data warehousing and OLAP in his home page, and not to anymerits of his own.5.3 Unregulated Web SitesIn our last experiment, we selected the home pages of a number of Computer Science De-partments on the Web. The main characteristic of these pages is that the sites are unreg-ulated, in the sense that users store any documents they desire in their own pages. Theresults, as shown in Figure 5, can be surprising. The Computer Science Department at theUniversity of Toronto has a high reputation on \Russia" and \Images," mainly because aRussian graduate student of the department has put online a large collection of images ofRussia, and many pages on Russia link to it. The high reputation on \hockey" is due toa former student who used to play on the Canadian national women's hockey team. TheFaculty of Mathematics, Computer Science, Physics and Astronomy at the University ofAmsterdam (www.wins.uva.nl) has a high reputation on \Solaris 2 FAQ" because the sitemaintains a FAQ on the Solaris operating system. It also has a high reputation on themusician Frank Zappa because it has a set of pages dedicated to him and the FAQ of thealt.fan.frank-zappa newsgroup. The Computer Science Department of the University ofHelsinki (www.cs.helsinki.fi) has a high reputation on Linux because of the many pages14



URL : www.cs.toronto.edu 500 links examined (out of 7814 available)Highly weighted terms: Russia, Computer Vision, Linux, Images, Orthodox, HockeyURL : www.wins.uva.nl 500 links examined (out of 6174 available)Highly weighted terms: Solaris 2 FAQ, Wiskunde, Frank Zappa, FreeBSD, RecipesURL : www.cs.helsinki.� 500 links examined (out of 9664 available)Highly weighted terms: Linux Applications, Linux Gazette, Linux Software,Knowledge Discovery, Linus Torvalds, Data MiningFigure 5: Computer Science Departmentson Linux that point to Linus Torvalds's page.5.4 LimitationsThere are a number of factors that a�ect our page reputation computations. The �rst factoris how well a topic is represented on the Web. A company, for instance, may have a highreputation on a speci�c topic, or a person may be well known for his or her contribution ina speci�c �eld, but their home pages may not receive the same recognition mainly becausethe topic or the �eld is not well represented on the Web; or even if it is, it may not be visibleamong other dominant topics. This can be easily seen in some of our experiments.The second factor is how well pages on a topic are connected to each other. There aretwo extreme cases that can a�ect the convergence of a topic in our computations. At oneextreme, there are a few pages such as the Microsoft home page (www.microsoft.com)withincoming links from a large fraction of all pages on the Web. These pages end up havinghigh reputation on almost every topic represented in the Web; it is not reasonable to identifya small set of highly-weighted topics for them.At the other extreme, there are pages with no more than a few incoming links; accordingto some estimates (e.g. [13]), a large number of pages fall in this category. Depending onwhere the incoming links of a page are coming from and the reputations of those links, theycan have various e�ects on the reputation of a page according to our models. Our currentimplementation, however, may not report any strong reputations on any topic for these pagesbecause all incoming links are simply weighted equally.6 ConclusionsWe have introduced general notions of page reputation on a topic, combining the textualcontent and the link structure of the Web. Our notions of reputation are based on randomwalk models that generalize the pure link-based ranking methods developed earlier. Forinstance, our ranking based on the one-level weight propagation model becomes PageRankif the rank is computed with respect to all possible topics. We have presented algorithms foridentifying the topics that a page has highest reputation on and for computing the reputation15
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